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Fire Up Your Brand and Team…on one page. 

What is it?
Your organization, service, product or solution must capture the attention of your market and stand out 
from the crowd. The 1-Page Brand Platform™ is a framework marketers can utilize to craft their brand story 
in collaboration with customers and colleagues. The tool was designed to include all of the key information 
a marketer would need to clearly communicate and live their brand…on a single page.

Who is it for?
As an organizational leader, a marketer and brand leader, it’s key to ensure everyone on your team is on 
the same ‘brand’ page and truly understands what you do, why you do it, how you do it and for whom. Our 
brand platform process will help bring clarity to your brand offering and set the stage for future brand 
development.  

Why is it useful?
The 1-Page Brand Platform™ was developed to address the frustrating inefficiency and loss of 
opportunities marketing professionals and their communication agencies struggle with because of the lack 
of clarity about their brand.

The Brand Platform is important…but the collaborative process, used to develop it is even more important 
because it achieves buy-in with customers and company stakeholders early in the process. 

Without this crucial buy-in, you end up with clever words on a page, but half-hearted ownership, and weak 
implementation. 

With buy-in, you get inspiring clarity, energizing ownership, and efficient implementation that stems from 
true alignment.

How is it applied?
A series of facilitated conversations are undertaken with key customers and company stakeholders. 
Copious amounts of Post-It® Notes line the walls, and other creative devices and drawings help to work 
through the elements within the brand platform.

If you feel your team already has a deep understanding of your customer needs, a Brand Platform 
prototype can be developed in a few days. 

However, if you want to engage your customers in the process (which we recommend), then it can take a 
few months. Our clients tell us the extra time is well worth the powerful results, because the voice of the 
customer validates and refines the internal perspective.  

Now What?
If you are interested in learning more about our 1-Page Brand Platform process let’s set up a conference call 
to walk through the elements within the platform. We will analyze one of your favourite brands and fill in the 
blanks within the Brand Platform. This direct experience is the best way to get a feel for the platform and 
how you might apply it.

You can review Alex and Brady’s experience working with Strategic Fuel and applying our  
1-Page Brand Platform process for their company, Juice Inc..
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insights that ignite™

Vision—We strive to create  

a world where/that...

Emotional Outcomes—Ultimately 

you will be left feeling…

URL—the easy to remember and  

spell domain name of our company  

(offer, product, service, community)

Values—We believe in...

Category—The business we are in is…

Brand Name—The name of our company  

(offer, product, service, community)

Archetypal Personality—We play the 

timeless role of… At our best we express  

the attributes of…

Audiences—We serve (demographics)  

who are feeling X and are seeking  

(wanting, craving, aching for) X outcomes…

Promise—What we do is deliver 

the core desired outcome of…  

(which addresses the core want  

of our audience) 

Predictable Behaviour #1—How we  

deliver on our promise is by…

Tangible/Measurable Outcomes—As a 

result of this activity the positive changes  

you will notice are…  

Tangible/Measurable Outcomes—As a 

result of this activity the positive changes  

you will notice are…  

Predictable Behaviour #2—How we  

deliver on our promise is by…

Driving Belief—At our core  

we believe…
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http://strategicfuel.ca/lets-talk
http://strategicfuel.ca/client-experiences/alex-brady/

